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The Art Department at AHIS proudly
presents a variety of special
programs and events to meet the
diverse interests of our students.
Art classes include Glass Painting,
Ceramics, Canvas Painting, Wood
Carving & Burning, Paper Crafts,
Charcoal, Pastels and more artistic
projects that are linked to other
subject area. Events such as the AHIS
Annual Art Fair, International and
Local Competitions Gifted & Talented
Program, Teaching & Monitoring

Programs, and cross curricular
activities are some of few methods
that we follow to develop creativity
within our students through the
arts. We teach the visual arts as a
means of creative expression and
we encourage and challenge our
students to think of art as a way
to develop their own style and
impact. The Art Department uses
a variety of teaching methods
that aid to develop artistic skills
of our students. Some examples

of teaching methods are plans for
individualized learning, handson activities, real-life projects,
painting, drawing, sculpture, the
annual program for exhibitions,
outdoor painting sessions and
more. The school ensures that
students gain deep knowledge
through meeting standards of the
Art Curriculum and assessing their
learning outcomes. The aims of
the Art Department are to present

art as living history, teach art to
enhance individual expression,
and practicing art skills to cultivate
visual enjoyment. These aims are
achieved through technical means
of expression. Subsequently,
students gain experience outside
and beyond their own personal or
creative capacity.

AHIS
ART DEPARTMENT
OUR TEACHER ARE:
Ms. Nancy Hassan Abas
Teacher
Grades: 1 - 3

ELEMENTARY
Ms. Layal Khalid Breish
Teacher
Grades: 4 - 12
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Ward Sobeh
Grade 1C

My teacher taught me about Art Styles. In this
project she told me how to play with colors and
shapes to make an abstract drawing. I chose to
draw a giraffe as it is my favorite animal. I learnt that
I am not supposed to use the real colors. I colored it
using markers.
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Abdel Salam
Abandah
Grade 2A

We made a project in Art called “Wind Sock”. I used
different material like: Crepe paper, Pipe Cleaner
and colored construction paper. We were also able
to design the paper the way we want. The project
was fun and I will hang it in my room.
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Hala Elsisy
Grade 2D

We made an amazing project in Art called “3D
Pointillism”. I sketched a landscape: Trees, River,
Sun and Sky. We did landscapes in 3-D by adding
layers of dots to create depth in my drawing and I
used many colors and white construction paper. It’s
nice to learn new Art ideas.
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Adam Hamad
Grade 2D

I’m really loved this project because I have to
learned how to use tissues color to create a tree. I
draw some leaves like oval on tissues color then cut
it and our teacher taught us how we can put leaves
one by one on branches. We used also color and
white paper to make my project. I enjoyed it.
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Anas Alhamdan
Grade 1A

One day, we finished our project early and our
teacher made us create a snake out of a paper plate.
I used markers to color my plate and I stick Google
eyes on it after we cut it in circles. It’s amazing what
you can craft with paper plate. Look what I did!!!!
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Farah Mohamed
Fathalla Elsisy
Grade 4A

In my “Squirrel” drawing, we were learning how
to draw animals from circles, squares, ovals and
rectangles. The teacher displayed a picture of a
squirrel on the board and she asked us to draw it
but in our own was. I drew it and I added it to it
some elements that I found cute like the yellow bird
standing on the branch of the tree, the squirrel’s
eyelashes and the flower on her head. I used
colored pencils and outlined my drawing with a
black marker.
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Haya Al-Maadeed
Grade 2C

I’m really happy that I made this project. It’s called
“Planting the Seeds of Change” and in this project
our teacher asked us what we would like to be in
the future. I used many materials like: white paper,
small plastic cup and colored papers.
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Jack Zoghait
Grade 3A

In this project our teacher told us to draw ourselves.
I did it in the Pop Art way. Let me tell you more about
Pop Art: it is a style of modern art. I drew some lines
and shapes then I filled it with colors. This project
taught me how to mix colors.
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Jana Chicho
Grade 3A

In my self-portrait drawing, I drew myself and I used
crayons to color my drawing and black marker to
outline it. The teacher taught us how to draw the
face and the facial expressions on the smart board
before we started drawing. Because I love my school
I drew myself in my school uniform.
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Lina Irihme
Grade 3A

I was chosen by my teacher to participate in an
Art Competition where we were asked to draw our
family. I finished this drawing and I colored it with
markers. As for my second boat drawing, we were
asked to draw a sea landscape; I also used markers
and crayons to color it.
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Mohamad Kareem
Grade 3B

I make a penguin out of a paper plate. I was so
excited to learn in my Art Class, how many different
things we can make out of a paper plate! I used
colored paper to draw the beak and the feet and a
scissor to cut them. I stick them all with a glue stick.
My second project was a Photo Frame. I learnt how
to make it and I brought a picture of me and my
friends and I put it in it.
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Nour AlHouda
Ibrahim Suliman
Grade 4A

I worked on my “Art Portfolio” with my teacher who
showed me different ways of folding and designing
it. I was allowed to use any material in the Art Room
to complete my “Portfolio”.
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Shaden Almansour
Grade 3A

“Aquarium Acrobats”, was one of my favorite Art
Projects. I learnt more about sea animals and I
chose two to draw; the octopus and the fish. I used
crayons to color them and then I cut and paste them
to my paper plate.
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Ulisses Bastian
Machado Da Rosa
Grade 4B

“Albert Einstein” was known for many inventions
but he was also known for his frizzy hair, wiry
mustache, and penetrating eyes. Our teacher
talked to us about him a lot and she asked us to
research more about him. In the class, she put one
of his pictures and she asked us to create a basrelief mask. I tried my best to make my work look
like him. I used construction papers, cottons, glue,
scissors and crayons, yarns and googly eyes.
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Al Dana Osama
Musallam Othman
Grade 5A

I like Art class so much and wait for it from week to
another. In this drawing we had the picture on the
board and we the teacher told us to draw it after she
explained to us how we can divide the drawing into
squares and how to copy what we see to our paper.
I used crayons to color it and I liked the bird’s face as
it looked cute with me.
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“No one is an artist unless he carries his
picture in his head before painting it, and
is sure of his method and composition”
Claude Monet
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Mazen Bouhssas
Grade 6B

Drawing, coloring and painting is something that
I really enjoy doing. When my teacher informed
me that I was chosen to participate in the Art
Competition “Together… To Protect Children From
Foodborne Diseases”, I got so excited especially that
we will be attending an exhibition where they will
explain more to us about this problem. My drawing
was selected between the winning drawings.
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Merna Aly Elkhateb
Grade 6G

In the “Clay Divisionism” art project, I learnt many
things. I learnt that Neo- Impressionistic artists of
the late 1800s developed a pictorial technique in
which they placed specific brushstrokes of pure
color directly on their canvas instead of mixing
colors first on a palette. The colors united to form
an image from a distance, but at the same time,
still independent from one another when we come
closer. I also learnt to use a new technique of
coloring. Because I like “Chanel”, I drew the logo
and used the same technique of “Divisionism” with
crepe papers.
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Rkia Yabroudi
Grade 6G

In the “Clay Divisionism” art project, I learnt many
things. I learnt that Neo- Impressionistic artists of
the late 1800s developed a pictorial technique in
which they placed specific brushstrokes of pure
color directly on their canvas instead of mixing
colors first on a palette. The colors united to form
an image from a distance, but at the same time,
still independent from one another when we come
closer. I also learnt to use a new technique of
coloring. Because I like “Mini Mouse”, I drew her face
and her bow and tried to use the same technique of
“Divisionism” with crepe papers.
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Rudyna Kaadan
Grade 7G

In this Art Project, we were taught how to build a
letter. The project was called “Architectural Letters”.
After building the letter, using card boards, paper
cups, masking tape, white glue and “Paper Mâché”,
we had to design it with something about ourselves.
The letter must tell something about us when we
look at it. It was a bit challenging to me to be able to
communicate something about me with whoever is
going to look at it.
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Jasmin Gohn
Grade 7G

“Architectural Letters” Art Project was one of my
favorite Art Projects and I enjoyed working on it and
learning new techniques on how we can construct
this letter using inexpensive materials such as
cardboards and paper packing tape to create
“Papier Mâché”. I chose my Grand-Father Initial and
I designed the letter with things that he likes and
loved to do.
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“A painter should begin every canvas
with a wash of black, because all
things in nature are dark except where
exposed by the light”
Leonardo da Vinci
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Maria Ferreira Alves
Grade 9G

Dream Catchers always had a great meaning to me.
I always wanted to learn how to make them. I was so
excited when I knew that we will be working on one
in our Art Class. We used thick wires that we had in
the Art Room to make the circle, colored threads of
our choice, Glue Gun and colored feathers. I like the
outcome and I hope you like it too!
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Mohamad Hitham
Alsahan
Grade 9B

Since I was young, I was always interested in
drawing. I had the curiosity to learn more about
Artists and different Art Styles. Throughout the year,
we had many project and many researches about
that. I was working with excitement and I always
wanted to get the best outcome. In these selected
Artworks, I learn about Pop-Art (Definition, History
and Artsits), I learnt that in 1960’s, Frank Stella In the
1960’s, Frank Stella became known for his minimal
geometric paintings of concentric squares that used
color to create visual movement. Each concentric
square of color related to the next, whether they
were harmonic or contrasting colors. The bands
of color were separated by a strip of white canvas.
I learnt how to paint with Color Tone Masking
Tape to keep my work neat and clean. I discussed
Calligraphy with my teacher who also helped me
understand it more and gave me some techniques
that helped me in my sketches.
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Mohammad Burjaq
Grade 11B

The word “Caricature” comes from the Italian
words “carico” and “caricare” which means ‘to load’
or to ‘exaggerate’. In the 1590s the Italian “Annibale
Carracci” and his brother “Agostino” applied these
words to some exaggerated portrait sketches they
created. The descriptions they left, mention that
the images were meant for humor to mock their
own artistic theories which they taught at the
Bologna Academy. I always liked this Art Style and I
drew some Caricature drawing for the Soccer Player
“Lionel Andrés Messi”.
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Natali Hamdan
Grade 10G

I had a project in Social Studies, and since we always
relate Art to other subject in our Art Class, I tried to
complete my map and then apply the “Surrealism”
Art Style to it. The drawing you see her is the sketch
of the Mural we were working on throughout the
year. This work was drawn big on the wall and I
worked on it with my teacher and some of grade 10
girls.
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Sara Fawzi Siam
Grade 10G

“Surrealism” was a cultural movement that began
in the early 1920s, and is best known for its visual
artworks and writings. The aim was to “resolve
the previously contradictory conditions of dream
and reality”. Artists painted unnerving, illogical
scenes with photographic precision, created
strange creatures from everyday objects and
developed painting techniques that allowed the
unconscious to express itself. Surrealist works
feature the element of surprise, unexpected
juxtapositions and non sequitur; however, many
Surrealist artists and writers regard their work as
an expression of the philosophical movement first
and foremost, with the works being an artifact.
Leader “André Breton” was explicit in his assertion
that “Surrealism” was, above all, a revolutionary
movement. I loved this Art Style but since I prefer
black and white, I completed them all using only a
black marker.
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